
 

Explore Your Faith Meetup  

Week of November 22, 2020 

Register for a Meetup by clicking here. 

Welcome! Thank you for being here. With Social Thread you can be part of a community 
where you will belong, thrive, and explore faith on your own terms. You can learn more 
about what we're building on our website. If this is your first time, please fill out this short 
form so we can stay in touch and send you a Social Thread sticker as a small token of 
thanks.  

This meetup is an opportunity to gather together, share conversation, and explore 
together. Though we all may bring different perspectives there are no wrong answers here. 
Assume everything shared here is confidential. Let’s all do our best to respect one another, 
listen while others are talking, and be open to learning. The goal is not to have anyone’s 
mind changed but to be in community with one another. The most important rule here is 
to have fun! 

Checking In 

Share your name, where you live, what you do for a living, and then respond to the 
question: What are your favorite and least favorite Thanksgiving foods? 

Zillow Surfing 

“Millions of people have spent far more time at home than they expected to this year. It’s 
made many of them daydream about what it might be like to live somewhere else, often 
while scrolling through listings on Zillow.” 

“I think for a lot of people, Zillow feels like the opposite of doomscrolling. You’re stuck in 
your apartment, maybe you can’t move, but it’s easy to look at listings and imagine yourself 
in a different life.” 

What (safe for work) internet rabbit holes do you go down to escape reality? What do you think 
about Zillow surfing? Do you ever imagine a different life for yourself? How does doing so help 
and/or hurt the lives we actually have?  

Source: Zillow Surfing Is the Escape We All Need Right Now - The New York Times 
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Gratitude 

“His Holiness the Dalai Lama says there are two ways to reach contentment. One is to 
acquire everything we want and desire: an expensive house, sporty car, fashionable 
wardrobe, gourmet foods, perfect mate, exotic trips, a perfectly toned body. The list is 
endless. The problem with this approach is that this type of wanting is a bottomless pit and 
never leads to contentment. Sooner or later there will be something we want but can’t have 
or make happen. The second and more reliable approach to contentment is to want and 
feel grateful for what we already possess. When we have a strong sense of contentment, it 
doesn’t matter whether we obtain the object of our desire or not. We are content either 
way. When we focus on abundance, we have more of it.” 

How does your faith or belief system approach the topic of gratitude? Where do you see the 
connection between gratitude and contentment? What does abundance mean to you? What do 
you have an abundance of in your life, for better or for worse? 

Source: A Pandemic Thanksgiving: Gratitude For What We Do Have - Forbes 

Holiday Conversations 

With family holiday gatherings (whether they be in-person or virtual) coming up. We’re 
guaranteed to have interesting, and sometimes contentious, conversations with family 
members.  

One reader of Digg.com writes-in to the site’s advice column: “My parents have the original 
Trivial Pursuit game, circa 1983.At various get-togethers, my mom will drag out this relic, 
and enthusiastically try to rally us around a good old game of "General Knowledge." 

I feel like she should upgrade her game, at least to a game from this century. We go round 
and round, arguing about the obviously outdated questions, which the parents insist be 
answered in the vernacular of what the correct answer was, back in 1983. 

Any suggestions to update, or at least omit the blatantly wrong answers, fall upon deaf 
ears.I've become so exasperated by their childish behavior, and refusal to update, that I 
simply refuse to participate.” 

What advice would you offer this person? What non-political conversations are you not looking 
forward to having with family members? What conversations are you most looking forward to? 

How Can I Get My Parents To Update Their 1983 Trivial Pursuit Set? - Digg 
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Action Step 

Who in your life are you most thankful for? How will you let them know that this week? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Checking Out 

● Share one takeaway from tonight’s conversation.  
● Share any thoughts and prayers requests you have for the week. 

Next Steps 

1. If this was your first time, and you haven’t already, don’t forget to fill out this short 
form so we can send you a Social Thread sticker.  
 

2. If you found this gathering meaningful the number one way you can support Social 
Thread right now is by inviting others to participate in a Meetup. The second 
best way is by leaving us a review on Facebook. 
 

3. You can support us by: 
● making a donation 
● signing-up for the newsletter  

 
4. If you want even more swag, you can:  

● Invite a friend or family member to participate. If they attend a Meetup we’ll 
send you a super soft Social Thread t-shirt.  

● Attend six total Meetups and choose between a Social Thread water bottle 
or fanny pack.  

We look forward to seeing you next week! 
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